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Communication from the Commission SUMMARY 
The Conummity  has been cooperating since 1976 with the developing countries 
of Latin America. ani Asia (I.M).  The broad outlines of this cooperation 
policy have rena1.nai unaJ. teral while profouni changes have taken place in 
the countries concerne:i and within the Community  itself. 
It is proposal that the policy be restructural aJ.ong  two  major lines: 
(i) development aid for the poorest countries and population groups,  and 
(ii) economic cooperation with cOlllltries or regions which have high growth  \ 
potential.,  to the mutual benefit of those countries and of the Community. 
In both cases,  environmental. issues are of major importance. 
The Connnission is therefore proposing to implement a  baJ.a.ncei package of 
instruments for cooperation with the I.M developing countries.  It also 
proposes establishing multi-annual. financial. objectives for the period 
1991-1995 ani increasing the amOllllt  of financing for aid to the LAA 
developing 001llltries. 
The Commission proposes to grant development aid in six major fields: 
support for the ruraJ. sector in the broadest sense,  the environment,  the 
human  dimension of development,  the structural. dimension of development, 
regional cooperation and aid for reconstruction. 
Where  economic cooperation is concerned.,  the Conunission proposes three 
major types of scheme:  (i) sharing know-how  in the fields of economics, 
science and energy (scientific and technical. cooperation,  research ani 
development,  energy  pJ..a.nning,  etc. ) ;  (ii) schemes relating to the economic 
environment  (pJ..a.nning,  standards,  investment codes,  economic policies, 
etc. ) ;  and (iii) business schemes  C  training,  technologicaJ. exchanges, 
investment promotion,  promotion of trade and technical. assistance). 
It is proposal that environmental. issues be taken into accOllllt in all 
cooperation shemes  invol  villg the Community,  whether they relate to 
development aid or economic cooperation.  It is aJ.so proposal that direct 
environmental. cooperation be strengthene:i. 1.  mi'kJLXJCI'ICN  1 
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1. mi'KJWGl'lON 
The Community  has been cooperating since 1976 with the develop.ing countries 
of latin America.  a.ni Asia.  (IM).  In May  1989  the Commission presente:i its 
report on the first thirteen years (1976-1988)  of this cooperation. 
In November  1989  the Council drew a.  number of conclusions from  the contents 
of the report.  These includei the nee:i to adapt the objectives a.ni forms 
of cooperation to the economic situation a.ni trerrls in the various 
countries while m:l.inta.:i.n:i..ng  support for the most neeiy populations a.ni the 
least fa.voure:i  countries. 
The Council a.ni Parliament aske:i the Commission to propose guidelines for 
coopera.  tion with the IM develop.ing countries for the coming decade.  A 
oomprehensi  ve document  of this type is DDW  neeie:i in view of the profound 
changes which have taken place both within the developing countries 
oonoernei a.ni the Community itself since cooperation began in 1976. 
Furthermore,  as the Community  aoquires ever greater internal. cohesion it is 
seen as an ex:empla.ry  area of sta.bili  ty a.ni growth which generates an 
increasing  "dema.n:i  for Europe".  The economic strength of the Community  a.ni 
its world-wide responsibilities have le:i it to sign a  Fourth Lome 
Convention to which considerably greater fu.rrls,  in real terms,  have been 
allooa.te:i.  Similarly,  since the eni of 1989,  very substantial cooperation 
has begun with the countries of Central a.n:i  Eastern Europe.  Finally,  in 
accordance with the conclusions reach.e:i at the European Council in 
Strasbourg,  the Commission has propose:i that the Council adopt a  new 
Me:ii terranean Policy. 
The Commission takes the view that cooperation with the IM develop.ing 
countries should be strengthen.ei at the same  time.  In do.ing  so the 
Community  should take aooount of a  number of factors:  -
- the tremenious netn9 of the 40 develop.ing countries conoernerl,  with 
their population of 2  300 million;C*J 
- their extremely diverse economic,  social a.n:i cultural situations; 
- the budgetary discipline require:i within the Community at a  time when 
the economic situation is showing a  ma.rke:i  improvement: 
- the fact that COmmunity  aid should achieve a.  multiplier effect; 
- the nee:i to ensure that LAA  coopera.  tion remains consistent with the 
Conunmuni ty'  s  poliCies of cooperation with the developing countries in 
the Me:ii terranean,  the ACP  countries a.n:i  the countries of Central a.n:i 
Eastern Europe.  • 
C  *)  See list given in Annex I. -2-
This Communication sets out the generaJ.  framework  for cooperation with the 
LAA  developing countries, puts forward the guidelines for such cooperation 
reconunen:ioo  by the Cormnission,  iniicates the specific regional. 
considerations which should be taken into account and describes the 
objectives and instruments of cooperation in the fields of develo_pment  aid 
and economic cooperation.  FinaJ.ly,  the document proposes the aJ.location of 
financiaJ.  a.n::1.  human resources,  and a  special section is devoted.  to .:the. 
erwirorunent. 
The cooperation with the LAA  developing countries Which  began in 1976  a.nd 
has developej since then provides a  pa.rticula.rly effective way in which the 
Cormnunity  can act and make its presence felt in those countries.  The 
economic relations between the Connmmi ty a.nd  the LAA  developing countries 
are summa.rizoo in Annex  2 . 
However,  the COmmunity's  relationship with these countries takes a  much 
more wide-ranging a.nd  influential form in the Community Is contrilmtion to 
the mu.l tilateral trade system and world economic growth and in terms of the 
Conummi ty  Is increasing political role,  both within the context of European 
Political Cooperation a.nd its contril:mtion to the North-South dialogue. 
So  there are several ways in which the COimrn.mi ty exercises an influence on 
tre:rrls in the LAA developing countries. 
In terms of trade 
Since the Community  interx:is to coropl  y  fully with the cormni tments uniertaken 
at the GATI'  negotiations,  completion of the Single Market will mean  easier 
access to the Community  ma.rket. for ex:por.ts  from  the developing countries. 
The  reform of the CAP  - now  well unier way  - has aJ.ready made  this easier. 
But the COmmunity  interx:is to go  further.  Integration of the developing 
countries within the mul  tilatera.l trade system is one of its main 
objectives in the uruguay Rouni:  progress achieved in liberalizing trade 
with the more  advance:i developing COtllltries nrust be matche:i by a.  roo.uction 
in the tariff and the non-tariff l::arriers affecting their exports to the 
markets of the industrialiZOO. countries,  pa.rticularl  y  those corresponi:ing 
to their comparative natural advantages. 
Meanwhile,  the GSP  must be siroplifioo a.t the appropriate time a.nd made  more 
effective,  especially for the less developej countries. 
In terms of g;t'owth ani monetary sta.bilicy 
The susta.:i.nej non-inflationary growth generated by the Community as a 
result of pre-1992 investment and of the macro-economic a.nd structural 
adjustments necessitated by convergence within the EMS,  holds out 
encouraging economic prospects to the developing countries. - 3  -
Economic  growth in the Community  rose from  1%  in 1982  to 4%  in 1988 ani 
should stabilize at arourrl 3%  in the me:lium  term.  Over the same  period. 
the a.nnuaJ.  rate of growth in Community  imports has risen from  2%  to 936. 
The  COmmunity  has thus providoo the developing countries with a  steadily 
expan:i1ng ma.rket  since 1984.  Moreover,  the problems arising from  excessive 
fluctuations in the vaJ.ue  of the dollar have been partially offset by the 
exchange rate stabill  ty achievoo within the EMS.  Coordination within G7 
mill  tates in favour of greater discipline within the economic policies of 
the major industrialiZEd countries,  ani in particular the Unitoo.  States, in 
order to rectify the current iinbaJ.a.:nce in trade ani thus help to roouce 
real interest rates. 
At politicaJ. level ani in terms  of the North-South. dialogue 
In strengthening the process of European Poll  tical Cooperation,  the 
Connmmi ty has adoptoo. positions on the poll  tical questions relating to the 
LAA  developing countries:  regionaJ. conflicts,  support for moves  towards 
democracy,  human  rights issues,  the peaceful settlement of disputes ani the 
development of regionaJ. cooperation.  The Connmmity  thus maintains ever 
closer relations with these countries,  ani this enables it to exercise a 
positive influence when it is in a  position to attach political con:litions 
to its cooperation arrangements. 
Moreover,  the Connmmi ty has signed a  large number of cooperation agreements 
with indi  vidua.l developing countries,  or regionaJ. groupings,  in Asia ani 
latin America.  Within this context it maintains a  regular dialogue on 
economic ani political issues.  It is the Commission's view that, where 
poll  tical developments allow,  this network of agreements should be further 
e:xtenioo to cover all LAA  developing countries. 
The  COmmunity is also trying to ensure that policies of openness in trade, 
stable growth,  including the environment in development issues ani 
increasing development aid are given priority attention in the 
interna.tionaJ. fora in which North-South economic problems are addressoo. 
These include the Special Session of the Uni too Nations in April 1990,  the 
Paris Conference on  SME's  in September  1990,  UNO'AD~ VIII in 1991  ani the Rio 
Conference on Development ani the Environment in 1992. 
In terms  of the environment 
The  COmmunity,  with its considerable experience in enacting legislation ani 
setting up f1na.nciaJ.  mechanisms  in the field of the environment,  is 
particularly well place:i to help define an internationaJ. framework which 
will take account of the specific nature of North-South problems in this 
field,  which is vitally relevant to development.  The COmmunity is not only 
taking an active part in preparing ani following up interna.tionaJ. 
conferences to establish internationaJ. arrangements for protecting the 
environment ani managing naturaJ. resources - both of which are matters of 
crucial importance to Asia ani latin America  - but is aJ.so  taking specific 
1ni  tiati  ves.  -- 4-
In terms of the exchal)ge of information 
In addition to Community activity in these fields,  efforts must be made  to 
encOUl'age  the exchange of information between the Cormaunity  ani the IM 
developing countries.  This is a  new  field of cooperation with the 
countries in question.  The COllllCil  of Ministers ani the Representatives of 
the Member  States, meeting on 22 June 1987,  callei for fresh efforts in 
this direction with regard to Latin America:  obviously the same  efforts are 
:neeiei in the context of Cormauni ty relations with the countries of Asia. 
3.  THE  BroAD qn'TJNRS  OF  COOPERATICti  wrm  THE  IM DJMUOPOO  <QJNTRI'&S:  TWO 
APPKWJHES 
There are now  two  distinct approaches to coo~ation  between the Cormauni  ~ 
ani the IM developing conntries:  (1) deve1opnent aid (financial ani 
technical cooperation,  hurrmrl.tarian and food aid) ani (ii) econornio 
,  cooperation (promoting exports ani, European investments,  tra.ining, 
cooperation in the fields of industry,  energy,  science ani technology) : 
Cooperative projects are also unier way  in the field of the environment. and 
communications.  · 
As was  shown in the 1976-88 report,  these two  approaches have not been 
developai to the same  extent.  Development aid,  which was  introduced 
earlier, is more structurei ani involves larger amounts.  Economic 
cooperation,  which was  introduced more  recently, is still relatively 
heterogeneous ani involves smaJ.ler sums. 
3 .1  . .  Devel,Qpnent Aid 
The Commission considers that, in view of the serious problems facing most 
of the IM developing conntries (population growth,  mass  poverty,  financial 
ani environmental problems,  etc. ) ,  Conmruni ty support should be nainta.:inej 
and strengthened through develppment a.id;. 
The amount  of aid invol  vei should be consistent with the Coimmm1 ty  's 
economic strength ani its world-wide responsibilities since the common 
feature of all these difficulties is that they seriously hlllder development 
in these countries and are a  major threat to world economic equil..1ln'ia. 
The Commission proposes that the main characteristics of this a.1d  should be 
mai.nta.ine:i in the future.  However,  in order to responi to the diversity of 
local situations and to take account of trerrls in ways  of supplying aid, a 
considerable number of improvements and slight alterations have been listei 
in Chapter 5. 
3.  2.  Economic  cooperation 
At the same  time the Commission considers that a  well structurei ani 
effective economic cooperation between the Cormmmity  and the LAA  developing 
countries should be developei. - 5  -
Economic  cooperation consists,  essentiaJ.l  y,  of activities a.imei at 
establishing a  "connnon  language"  with our partners in the fields of 
technology ani economics.  It seeks,  througb.insti  tutionaJ. ani regulatory 
support measures,  to lt'ake  our partners'  economic  envirornnent more 
favourable to investment ani development.  Finally, it aims to lt'ake  locaJ. 
industry more  cornpeti ti  ve against an internationaJ. h:l.ckgrouni which is more 
ani more  propitious to investment promotion,  thus ensuring that European 
operators,  technology ani know-how· play an increasingly active role in the 
developing countries in the interest of both the Community ani its 
partners. 
Initiatives will be taken to: 
(i)  strengthen the scientific ani technologicaJ. potential of the LAA 
developing countries ani facilitate high-level economic ani 
teclmicaJ. diaJ.ogue with these countries by spee:i1ng up their access 
to information ani information exchange; 
(11)  ensure that the economic  environment of the LAA  developing 
countries improves ani becomes more  favourable to investment a.n:i 
development thrO'llg'h  appropriate institutionaJ. ani regul.a.tory 
support measures: 
(111)  improve business competitiveness by developing training (technicaJ., 
in particula.r) ,  facilitating teclmologicaJ. exchange,  improv:Ulg 
narket access· ani promoting Community  investment in these 
countries. 
The Connnission is pl.a.nning  to strengthen ani improve the structure of 
economic cooperation;  Chapter 6  of this communication lays down its 
proposals in more detail. 
3.3. 'Ale emztrnnment:  an ~t  qonqern 
In the Commission's view, it is essential. to develop cooperation on the 
envirornnent w1 th the developing countries of Latin America ani Asia,  since 
the environment is a  matter of globaJ.  concern,  some  major enviromnentaJ. 
problems  (e.g.  the tropicaJ. rain forests) relate specificaJ.ly to the LAA 
developing countries ani there is a  clear neei for these countries to 
receive from  the Community  increasei financial. ani 'technicaJ. support in 
dealing with environmental problems. 
Envirornnental cooperation with the LAA  developing countries naturally has a 
great many  facets.  It may,  for example,  involve selecting ani designing 
rural development aid projects,  regionaJ. or urban projects,  training 
schemes,  diaJ.ogue on sectoral policies or economic cooperation.  Such 
cooperation may  also take the form  of specific projects. -6-
The Commission takes the view that environmental considerations :must  be 
taken into accO'lU'lt  in aJ.l areas of Comrmmi ty cooperation with the IM 
developing CO'lU'ltries  ani :must  not be regardei simply as one of the i terns  on 
a  list of projects for development aid or economic cooperation. 
Moreover,  spec.iaJ.  ll1struments for environmental cooperation with the LAA 
developing CO'lU'ltries  should be usei,  preferably in those cO'lU'ltries  which 
have recei  vai 11  ttle financial or technical aid from  the Community,  to 
support schemes which nay help solve certain glol::a.l  problems such as the 
destruction of the tropical rain forests. 
Armex II to this Comrmmication lays down  specific· guidelines for 
envirornnental cooperation. 
OveraJ.l,  therefore,  the Coimnission is proposing to implement a  ha.1.a.ncei 
package of instruments for cooperation with the IM developing CO'lU'ltries. 
To  this end,  in both fields of cooperation,  the Commission considers that 
~ti-a.mruaJ. objectives must be 1a.id down  so that Community action can be 
situatei in the context of a  meiium-term five year programme.  The legal 
ani a.dininistrative aspects will be adaptei accordingly (see Chapter 7). 
The 1976-88 report ani this Communication illustrate the differences 
between the various developing CO'lU'ltries  of Asia ani latin America,  ani 
their common  characteristic as .being countries which have not yet providei 
acceptable living coniitions for their population as a  whole. 
As a  rule,  COmmunity  cooperation :must  take accO'lU'lt  of the environment and 
of the specific neeis of each CO'lU'ltry. 
Furthermore,  the Community :must  take into consideration the specific nature 
of its relationship with each of these regions of the world. 
4.1  Lat1  n  America 
Latin America has many  ani deep links with the Comrnuni ty,  the origins of 
which are historical, poll  tical,  cu1  turaJ.,  linguistic, religious an:i 
economic. 
The conclusions of the meeting of the Council ani the representatives of 
the governments of the Member  States in Luxembourg  on 22 June 1987 
rea.ffirme:i  "the importance which they attach to the strengthening an:i - 7-
development of relations between the European Community ani Latin 
America  ...  ".  The same doetunent mentionei the  "common  vaJ.ues ani 
interests" ani "a common aspiration towards a  conception of society basEn 
on respect for human  rights ani leading to a  similar view of the politioaJ. 
as well the economic world order" . 
The poll  tioaJ. changes which have Slibsequentl  y  taken place in Latin America 
can only reinforce the Community's· spec1aJ. relationship with this region of 
the world.  The changes in question have,  in particular, len to an 
intensification of requests for cooperation ani dialogue,  both at economic 
ani poll  tioaJ. level. 
In this respect ~  recent discussions held in Dublin w1 th the Rio Group 
are worth mention:i.ng.  'fuey touche1 on the need to provide an insti  tutionaJ. 
framework for such dialogue,  either directly or through a  revitaJ.izei Latin 
American Integration Association (LAIA). 
At the macro-economic level,  the development of the overall situation in 
Latin America will depen:l on the success of the economic reforms which have 
begun ani their effect on net capi  taJ. flows. 
In terms of economic cooperation,  a  stronger Community  presence in 
Latin America is highly desirable since the large number of more  advancai 
developing CO'lllltries makes  this continent particularly suitable for  joint 
investment projects ani transfers of technology ani know-how,  providEd that 
the macro-economic situation becomes favourable once again (see Chapter 6) 
as has been the case in certain CO'lllltries which have un:iertaken structural 
reforms ani adoptEd policies moving  towards an open economy. 
Where  development aid is concernei,  the development threshold of the 
OOlUltries eligible for Community  aid must take a.ccount of the overall 
s1  tuation of the relatively more  advancai countries in this region. 
Eecause of the vast differences between the richest ani poorest sections of 
the population in most Latin American countries,  which is the cause of much 
sociaJ. ani poll  tioaJ. tension,  Community aid must be targetEd at the least 
favourEd strata of rural society. 
In this connection,  particular attention will be given to the production of 
basic foodstuffs,  to measures supporting national legislation on lan:i 
reform ani to prograxmnes  enabling the grassroots oomrnun1 ties - ani in 
particular the in:ligenous commun:i. ties - to take charge of their own 
development. 
The determination ani efforts of the countries in that region to achieve 
regional ani subregional integration will oontirru.e to receive strong 
support. - 8-
In this context,  central America. will be given particular attention,  in 
accordance with the Community's commitments. - which were renewed. at the 
1989 Ministerial Conference at San Pe:iro  SuJ.a  (San Jose  V)  ani confirmed. at 
the 1990 Ministerial Conference in Dubllll (San Jose VI). 
Some  of the proposed new  objectives of Community  a.1d are of particular 
interest to this continent: 
- drug prcxluction plays a  considerable role in the economy  of some 
countries in the region.  Community  a.id should be able to help,  aJJ:ei  t 
to a  snaJ.l extent, in solving this problem.  The Commission has already 
indicated that it intems to respo:rrl positively to the Special Plan 
presented to the international community by Colombia; 
- aid for the development of micro-enterprises in the cities is a  special 
priority in latin America.,  even in the relatively adva.ncei countries; 
- protection of the environment,  ani in particular the tropical rain 
forests, is essential not only for the countries in this region but for 
the entire human  race.  One  of the reasons for this concern is the fact 
that a  large munber  of useful species of forest plants are native to the 
region. 
- the development of latin American scientific ani technological 
ca.pabi 11 ties, a  sector in which the dem:md  for input from  Europe is 
becoming increasingly urgent. 
4.2  Asia 
The economic,  poll  tical ani cul  tura.l links between the Community ani Asia 
are of very long sta.n:iing.  Relations between the Community ani a  number of 
developing countries in Asia have intensified in recent times,  in 
pa.rticula.r because the developing cotmtries in question have developai 
fast-growing economies  an::l because a  great many  developing countries in 
Asia have a  good image among  the European business community  - high growth, 
soun1 economic policies, poll  tical sta.bili  ty,  technological know-how,  etc. 
The Commission believes that furthering· economic cooperation with a  large 
number of developing countries in Asia is l:x>th  a  vi  tal nee:l an::l an 
opportunity not to be missed..  As  expl.aine:i in detail in Chapter 6,  the 
Community  ani its economic  operators would be running a.  serious risk if 
they ignored the dynamic economies of Asia which,  in view of their size or 
their potential for growth an::l  technological :Umova.tion,  are essential 
trading partners for an outward-looking Community.  The drive towards 
cooperation which is currently gathering momentum  in the Asia-Pacific zone 
is a  further reason why  the Community  should esta.hl 1 sh a  greater presence 
in Asia,  particularly in South-East Asia.  Account nrust be taken of the 
special circwnstances in China,  Cambodia. ani Viet Naro  when defining the 
Community's policy of cooperation with those countries. - 9-
Where  development cdd is concern.Erl,  the large number of less developerl. ani 
densely populatai countries means  that Corrammity aid should be concentrate::!. 
on those developing countries with a  relatively low level of developinent. 
In rural areas,  in addition to technology transfer,  Community  cdd shouJ..d. 
help,  where necessary,  to increase investment - especially in prc:xiuction. 
Attention should also be given to population policy ani to the 
communication,  telecommunication ani energy-prc:xiucing infrastructures in 
rural areas. 
The wide variety of civilizations ani levels of development in Asia IrnlSt  be 
taken into consideration so that Corrammity  aid is adaptai to the neErls  of 
the different countries. 
There are three important aspects to envirornnental protection:  (i)  saving 
the tropical rcdn forests,  particularly in South-East Asia,  (ii)  combating 
the deforestation causei by population pressure,  particularly on the slopes 
of the Hima.l.ayas,  ani (iii)  limiting the effects of industrialization in 
densely-populate::!. areas. 
The war  agcdnst drug prc:xiuction ani consumption which the Corrammi ty is 
already waging in Asia will be continuei ani intensifiei. 
Al  th.ough this last aspect is more  a  ma. tter of economic cooperation, 
Community  cdd should be usei directly to help set up specific projects 
relating to the other two  ma.tters. 
FinaJ.ly,  regional cooperation is an area in which further developments seem 
likely.  Further cooperation has been requestai un:ier the longstand.ing 
programme  of Community  support for ASEAN,  ani growth can be expecte:i in the 
number of requests from  Southern Asia  (SARC)  -where a  more  active form  of 
regional cooperation is desirable - ani,  in the long term,  from  Indochina. 
5.  D'f.YRtopMBNT  AID 
5.1  Cgmrnm1 ~  ~ienoe 
ru. therto,  development aid from  the Corrammi ty to the LAA  developing 
countries has consistei, in the ma.in,  of financial ani technical 
cooperation supplementei by substantial foc:xi  aid (for sale) ani,  to a 
smaller extent,  by the STABEX  system. 
The characteristic features of this type of aid are: 
- the extremely smaJ.l  amounts  invol  vei in relation to the neei ani to the 
total amount  of cdd receivei by the LAA  developing countries; 
- its exceptional quality,  since it consists entirely of donations ani can 
cover as Imlch  as  l{)(PJ6  of the local costs; - 10 -
- it is implementerl,  within a  general fra.mew'ork  la.id down  by the 
Community,  in cooperation with the responsible authorities in.  the 
beneficiary countries,  while reta.inlllg a  J.a.rgely :inieperrlent character; 
- resources are allocaterl amru.aJ.ly  ani completely accounterl for within the 
Community  budget,  with no multia.nnu.aJ.  framework.  This means  that 
payments can be spread over the entire period necessary for carrying out 
very complex schemes,  but it prevents a:ny  multiamrual programming for 
the recipient countries,  except in the case of some  food aid; 
- aid is concentrated on the poorest countries ani, within those 
countries,  on the rural economy in the broadest sense; 
- it can be userl to support efforts at regional cooperation between 
developing countries; 
- it is effectively administererl by the Commission,  but few  administrative 
staff are involverl,  either in the field or at hea.dqua.rters. 
The 1976-88 report ani the various assessment exercises have shown that,  as 
a  rule,  the objectives set by the Community  have been complierl with when 
granting aid,  that the schemes  fi.nanoei correspon:ierl to what was  actuaJ.ly 
nee:ierl ani that the results obtainerl were satisfactory.  The 
disappointments occasiona.lly experiencerl were mostly due to unforeseeable 
changes in the poll  tical or economic context within which the schemes  were 
to be implementerl or to changes in the sectoral policies of the recipient 
countries. 
However,  the impact of Corornuni ty aid has been rerlucei by the overall slow 
pace at which a.i.d is disburserl.  This is due,  of course,  to the amount  of 
time requirerl to implement development projects (particularly in the ruraJ. 
sector) which require payments. to be spr~  out over periods ranging from 
six to ten years.  The delays are thus J.a.rgely an inherent feature of the 
type of project so far selecterl. 
A1 thou.gh these conclusions justify ma.inta.inlllg  the Community's  programme  of 
development aid to the LAA  developing countries,  the time haS come  to re-
examine its context,  to extend it to other categories of country or sector, 
to review the objectives ani arrangements for granting aid,  to define more 
precisely the present objectives,  to provide increaserl resources ani to 
consider greater diversification within each region. - 11  -
5.  2  ReView  of the contents a.rrl  objectives of aid lllfWjl11ffl 
5.  2.1  m 1 g:;t hJ e  oountriec3 
In the Conunission' s  view,  aid should continue to be targetEd on the poorest 
strata of society ani the poorest countries,  which cannot draw from  their 
own  resources sufficient finances to :maintain the necessary level of 
investment,  particularly in socially important but less profitable sectors. 
However,  the conditions governing eligibility should,  as in the past,  take 
account of a  number of different circumstances and thus rerra.in to some 
extent flexible. 
In practice,  those countries which have recei  ve:l Community  aid in the past 
shoul.d continue to do so since none of them has yet reach.e:l the point where 
they could do without foreign aid - although some  have made  significant 
progress. 
Other countries might,  however,  be eligible for Community  support,  in view 
of their nee:ls ani the possibility that such support could be well use:l. 
As a  rule,  Community aid sh.ouJ.d be considere:l as a  means  of supporting 
people face:l with development problems ani the only condition governing the 
granting of such aid shOuld be the assurance that the target populations 
can be effectively rea.che:l. 
In difficult cases,  Community  aid should be 1imi  tEd to schemes which can be 
implemente:l without interference,  which are sure to have a  social impact 
ani whose  implementation or results are not likely to be affecte:l by 
outside circumstances  (such as security problems or poll  tical difficulties 
in general) . 
In addition to helping the poor developing countries,  the Cormnission 
considers that development aid (in addition to economic cooperation) should 
also be :ma.inta.inei or considere:l for the more  advance:i developing 
countries, in specific ani 1imi  te:l cases.  -
Such aid would involve: 
- helping to prevent na. tural disasters or assisting w1 th reconstruction 
efforts in the wake  of such disasters; 
- taking part in cooperative environmental projects; 
- helping to strengthen institutions,  ani - 12-
- exceptionaJ.l  y,  using pilot projects to help develop new  policies to 
assist particula.rl  y  unierpri  vilegei sections of the population,  providei 
that such projects form part of a  generaJ. policy which has a  speciaJ. 
place within the goverrnnent' s  overall policy. 
FinaJ.ly,  there are regional. cooperation schemes which,  by their nature,  can 
involve a  partnership between poor a:nd relatively adva.nce:l countries.  Such 
schemes should continue to receive careful attention from  the COnummi ty: 
recent experience has shown that they might well be appliei :1n  such fields 
as intra-regionaJ. trade,  the envirornnent and the strengthening of 
institutions. 
5.  2.  2  The objective of d.eve.l.o,pnent aid 
Hitherto.  Community  development aid to the IM developing countries has had 
only a  few  simple objectives.  In the course of time,  however,  there has 
been an increasing de:ma.nd  for aid to cover new  requirements.  By their 
nature,  these requirements cover a  vast range a:nd choices inevitably have 
to be made  taking into account the nature a:nd quality of Community  a.id 
(donations),  the amount  to be grantei in relation to the nee:is a:nd  a:ny 
action being taken by other donors. 
This being the case,  the Commission considers 1 t  neither desirable nor 
possible to retain the original objectives for Community  aid to the 
developing countries in Asia and Latin America,  if only because the neeis 
of those countries have changei.  However,  the COmmission  takes the view 
that -the scope of Community  aid can reasonably be extendei (as proposei 
below)  only if addi  tionaJ. financia.l ani human resources are made  available. 
In this connection,  the Commission proposes six major areas of action: 
5.  2.  2. 1.  Sum;lort for the rural sector in the broad.  sen-c;e 
Priority is currently being given to this sector ani it must remain a  major 
field of action for the simple reason that most of the population of the 
developing countries of Asia a.n:i  La tin America live a.n:i  work in the 
countryside,  many  of them belong to the least favourei strata of society 
and the Community  has a  good deaJ.  of experience in ruraJ. matters (farming, 
fish.:ing,  stock-breErling,  ruraJ. loan schemes,  ruraJ. infrastructure, 
training, etc. ) .  Improv:i.ng  the security of food supplies will remain a 
matter of the utmost importance.  Community  aid for the ruraJ. sector 
already covers a  III.llllber  of essentiaJ. ruraJ. infrastructure projects a.n:i 
must,  henceforth,  aJ.so  cover aid schemes  for the small towns which provide 
services to the rural population. - 13 -
The current support for agricul  tura.l research must  a.lso be roaintain.e1. 
Relatively smaJ.l  amounts spent on such research :rray,  in the long run,  have 
a  :rrajor  i.mpact in terms of increasei prcxiuction and improvei use of human 
resources in the countries conoe:rnei. 
The fight against d:rugs 
Although it has its roots (so to speak) in the countryside,  the fight 
against drug prcxiuction is a  highly proble:rra tic area in which the Cormmmi ty 
has 11  ttle experience.  It has supportei a  number  of crop conversion 
micro-projects,  but the drug problem as a  whole is far more  wide-ranging. 
During the 1970s and 1980s drug prcxiuction,  trafficking and COilSllmption 
grew draroatioa.lly world wide.  It is esti:rratei that,  world wide,  drugs 
worth USD  600 billion are illegaJ..l  y  tradei every year.  Cocaine is chiefly 
prcxiuoe:l. in the Andean countries of Latin America while heroin prcxiuction 
is concentratei in the Golden Triangle and Golden Crescent in Asia.  The 
Community  must therefore pay particular attention to this problem when 
establish.:Ulg cooperation with the 1M developing conn  tries, regardless of 
whether they are eoonomioa.lly advanoei or particularly poor. 
Any Community  support for crop conversion schemes in the rura.l areas of the 
1M developing countries should be grantei in addition to development aid. 
Since 1987 the Cormmmi ty has,  in fact,  been running a  specific North-South 
cooperation programme  to tackle the drug problem  (Bu.dget  Article 949). 
In addition to such schemes,  Cormmmi ty cooperation with the 1M developing 
countries in the fight against drugs should be extenie:i within the 
framework  of the overall approach defined by the Council on 26 January 
1987,  when  the Comrmmi ty expresse:i its willingness to enter into dialogue 
with the conntries and organizations conoe:rnei on nationaJ. and regionaJ. 
policies for combating the prcxiuction and COilSllmption  of drugs.  It 
proposei conducting this dialogue within the more  generaJ..  context of the 
economic development of the prcxiuoer  countries and their cooperation with 
the European Comrmmi ty. 
5.  2.  2.  2.  The envJronment 
Protecting the environment and natura.l resources is a  long term priority, 
the merits of which are not readily aooeptei by people whose  da.ily life is 
a  struggle for survival,  nor by their loca.l authorities or governments. 
Comrmmi ty development aid must nevertheless give priority to the 
envirorunent in two  ways:  (i) a  syste:rratic envirorunenta.l i.mpact  assessment 
must be carriei out for a.ll schemes  fi.na.n.oe:i  by the Comrmmi ty so that the 
environmenta.l aspects of any project are taken into consideration from  the 
outset and preference is given to projects which have an environmenta.l 
dimension;  (ii) a  substa.ntia.l proportion of a.ll cooperation aid for the 
1M developing conntries should be a.llooatei to projects speoifioa.lly aimai 
at environmenta.l protection. 
In view of the importance and multi-faoetei nature of envirorunenta.l issues, 
Annex 3 is devotei to them  and provides details of envirorunenta.l proposaJ..s. - 14 -
6. 2.  2.  3.  The bJ'l'lllfU)  g1  I!!fmci1 em  of devel.OIJDEmt 
This heading covers a  large munber of issues relating to development in the 
less-develope:i countries of Asia ani Latin America. 
Some  of these issues are aJ.ready covere:l by Community  aid.  For example, 
the problems of aboriginal ethnic groups,  :includ.Ulg  the nee:l to respect 
their desire to maintain their culture ani social organization,  have 
already been taken into a.ccount  when granting Community aid, particularly 
in Latin America.  Such special attention must be ma.inta.ine:i ani increase:l 
in respect of all the developing eotmtries in Asia ani Latin America. 
Little attention has so fa:r  been paid to other aspects such as the role of 
women  in development - a  subject which,  th.ough of particular importance in 
the context of rural. development ani among  the poorest populations,  has not 
hitherto been given the attention it deserves in connection with COmmunity 
aid.  This must be rectifie:l :in future by drawing on the experience gainei 
in the !CP  countries ani through projects co-fina.nce:i with NGOs. 
Population problems a:re important for a  good many  developing countries, 
since population growth can und.o  the benefits of even the most successful 
development progra.nnnes. 
The social ani human  implications of population policies are such that no 
action can succee:l unless it is acceptable to the families involve:l ani 
respects their cu1  turaJ.,  social ani economic environment. 
In the Commission's opinion,  COmmunity aid should take account of this 
problem ani provide systematic fina.n.ciaJ.  ani human  support for any action 
un:iertaken by the IM developing countries in agreement with their b9se 
communi  ties. 
In this connection,  rapid url:::an  development is a  serious problem in most 
developing countries in Asia ani Latin America,  where the cities act as a 
permanent magnet,  offering the rural population the prospect of relatively 
greater economic security. 
Since the cost of improv:l.ng  essential services ani living corm.  tions is 
very high,  the Commission does not consider it appropriate to provide 
COimmmity  aid for najor infrastructure projects which yield little profit 
C  e.g.  sewerage systems) ,  except in terms of technical assistance.  In any 
case,  most internationaJ. organizations and bilateral. aid schemes help to 
finance such projects. 
The COmmission does,  however,  consider that a  rrurober  of schemes might 
usefully be considere:l in two  fields relating to the urban sector: 
(i)  the transfer of lmow-how for dealing with ur:tan problems.  The 
Comrrrunity  has considerable experience in such matters as urban 
transport policy,  waste management,  public service charging,  local 
adininistration,  etc. ani cooperation in. this field could help meet 
the essential. nee1s of url:::an  populations; - 15 -
(ii)  the development of micro-enterprises ani ensuring that would-be 
entrepreneurs have access to savings ani investment schemes.  This 
aspect of urban development has a  considerable soci.aJ.  impact ani is 
sui  table for Cormmmi ty aid (in the form  of grants to the l:xxlies 
concei'Ilai ani he1  p in establish.:i.ng sui  table policies)  . 
FinaJ.ly,  training,  which is principaJ.ly a  matter for economic cooperation 
(see Chapter 6)  ,  must also be used in the field of aid. 
Development aid, in order to have a  lasting effect,  must  involve a 
considerable am0lll1t  of training for the persons involved in the projects 
ani programmes.  This aspect should therefore be given greater emphasis 
when  devising ani implementing schemes,  not only for those in charge but, 
more  especi.aJ.ly,  for the populations concerne:i - who  must be involved in 
drawing up the schemes ani be equippa:l not only to continue but to develop 
them. 
5.  2.  2.  4.  The structural. qi  mep.c;;1 on of d.evel~t 
Experience has shown that development is seriously hampered not only by 
fi.na.ncial or physical constraints but also by the developing CO'lll1tries' 
lack of sui  table economic policies (includ.ing structural policies) ani by 
the shortcomings of the institutions responsible for devising ani 
administering such policies. 
The Commission therefore considers that helping the developing CO'lll1tries' 
na.tionaJ.  institutions to 1rnprove  their capacity for managing development 
policies ani projects can sometimes be of strategic importance in the 
development process.  Such assistance is, moreover,  relatively cheap ani 
the flexibility of Cormmmi ty aid, in the form  of grants,  makes it 
particularly well suited to such purposes. 
Accordingly,  the Commission proposes adopting this objective as a  general 
rule ani not only for aid to the ~al  sector. 
The Commission also considers that the problems of structural adjustment as 
such are generally more  far-reaching than the scope of Cormmmi ty aid to the 
CO'lll1tries  of Asia ani I..a.tin America.  However,  wherever possible ani under 
sui  table con::li tions,  Cormmmi ty development aid should take into 
consideration macro-economic ani sectoral problems ani preference should be 
given to schemes which affect the economic structure ani influence the 
development of sectoral policies and institutions. - 16 -
To  a  certain extent,  therefore,  the Community  could provide aid for 
structural. schemes affecting a  particula.r sector,  a  region of a  developing 
country,  a  development agency or several. countries.  The COmmunity  has 
aJ.ready had successful experience in this field:  developing the dairy 
iniustry in In:lia ani China,  re-lal.lilChi.ng  regional trade in 
Central. America,  ani schemes to mobilize savings ani loans.  It can also 
draw on the experience ga.:i.ne:l  from application of the Lome  Conventions. 
As a  rule,  structural. operations re:ru:tre not only a  concentration of fun:1s 
but aJ.so close cooperation with the World  Bank,  the IMF  ani bilateral. 
donors. 
Such structural. schemes would have a  greater effect than financing 
iniividuaJ. projects which are,  of necessity,  l1miterl to a  particularly 
geographical. area. 
5.  2.  2.  5.  Regi<m.1  c;ooperation 
Regional cooperation between developing countries has,  from its outset, 
been a  priority field of application for Community  aid, particularly since 
the Community  has considerable experience in this area. 
In view of the increasing use made  of regional cooperation by the IM 
developing countries,  the Commission considers that it should remain a 
priority ani that action should be steppai up in at least four areas: 
(i)  regional cooperation on the environment; 
(ii)  the development of intra-regional trade wherever possible; 
(iii)  support for regional institutions ani for the implementation of 
conunon  policies ani activities; 
(i  v)  regional cornrnun.ica tions:  standards  ,  networks ani services. 
5.  2. 2.  6. Natural gi sastere 
Aid for the prevention of natural. disasters ani for reconstruction in their 
wake  has,  up to now,  been one of the options for financial. ani technical. 
cooperation,  in addition to other forms  of Co:mmuni.ty  aid (such as emergency 
aid ani emergency food aid) which have a  more  immediate impact.  The 
amounts  invol  vei l;lave  variei considera.bl  y  from year to year since nea:1s  of 
this sort are unpredictable. 
Not  only,  therefore,  should this aid option be mainta.:i.ne:l  but a 
sufficiently high ceiling should be set - th.ough it would  only be reachei 
at a  time of neei. 
As far as the nature of the operations is con.cernai,  aJ.th.ough  the Coimmmity 
should maintain the option of financing reconstruction,  rehabilitation or 
disaster prevention projects,  more  rapid means  of intervention should also 
be developei,  such as prograrmnes  of direct support for disaster victims,  or 
financial. transfers to the national government con.cerna:l. - 17 -
Moreover,  in each of the six areas for action,  efforts will be made  to see 
that Comrmmity  a.id takes account of the special contribution which can be 
provid.Erl by information teclmologies,  ani in particular satellite 
communications and.  computer applications. 
In order to respond as effectively as possible to the D£'M  neeis of the 
countries of Asia ani Latin America,  a  greater proportion of the 
Community's  cooperation w1 th these countries must consist of economic 
cooperation. 
Economic  cooperation has a  number of advantages over other forms  of 
cooperation,  not only for the Community  ani its operators but also for the 
partner countries coilCel'IlOO..  Various forms  of economic cooperation have 
been develope:i in recent years ani the results have certainly been 
positive:  but the Connmmity  must  go  further ani propose closer forms  of 
cooperation. 
6 .1.  The objectives of eoopomi c  cooperation 
Economic  cooperation had been devise:i to serve the Imltua.l  interests of the 
Community  and. its partner countries.  Its purpose is to strengthen the 
insti  tutionaJ. capacity of the partner country so as to make its economic 
environment more  favourable to investment ani development.  But it aJ.so 
aims to mobilize the resources  (such as capi  taJ.,  teclmology,  know-how, 
marketing networks ani roa;nagerial capacity) of European economic operators 
ani to organize the transfer of those resources,  under market conditions, 
to local operators.  The  operators  coilCel'IlOO.  may  be businesses or 
natio:naJ.,  regio:naJ.  or local public authorities acting, in aJ.l cases, in 
their own  interests. 
A1 though economic cooperation concerns all the LAA  developing countries,  1  t 
will be particularly effective in countries which are implementing open  -
door policies ani which have the potential for rapid growth. 
Economic  cooperation encourages direct contact between operators,  who  are 
the driving force behind economic  expansion,  and. it is thus very Imlch in 
line with the favourable trenis emerging in a  number of Asian  ani 
Latin American countries - the ten:lency for the private sector to play a.n 
increase:i role,  the introduction of market rules and. disciplines,  the 
orientation of economies  towards internatio:naJ. trade,  infrastructure 
modernization ani extension,  the attempt to make  better use of human 
resources in e:iucation ani research,  and.  the efficient mobilization of 
natio:naJ.  savings by encouraging people to invest their savings in the 
m:uru.facturing industries. 
Nee:iless to say,  the primary responsibility for encouraging European 
investment lies w1 th the LAA  developing countries themselves.  Foreign 
investment is attracte:i primarily by the climate of confidence in a  country 
- political sta.bili  ty,  democracy,  a.n  open economy,  clear rules on 
investment,  efficient administration,  etc. - 18 -
It is these signs of a  new  climate,  emerging in a  growing number  of 
developing countries,  which will inevi  ta.b1  y  encourage European business to 
invest in those countries or to engage in other forms  of partnership. 
Economic  cooperation thus helps provide closer contacts between operators 
in the North ani South.  It also helps bring alxmt a  climate in which the 
changes taking place in European industry are reflected in North-South 
trade,  by supporting a  greater European presence in all the developing 
areas of the world ani helping to further the dynamic growth of the most 
advanced of those areas.  The developing countries thus benefit from  the 
new  prospects opened up by the single European :rrarket,  the development of 
Community  policies in such fields as high technology ani tra.i.nlllg ani the 
consequent opportunities for the transfer of know-how ani technology. 
However,  it should be noted that, in spite of the favourable prospects in a 
number of countries,  the Cormmmity's  share of total foreign investment in 
the LAA  developing countries is not growing. 
6.  2  Form am a.c:;c:essment  of present eoongm1 o  CC!QllEn'&tian 
Cooperation instruments such as the promotion of trade,  support for 
industrial cooperation,  cooperation of various kinds in the field of 
en.ergy,  science ani technology, 1  training ani the  "Ex::  InternationaJ. 
Investment Partners" facility have progressively been develope::!.. 
The Commission therefore has at its disposal a  range of instruments for 
economic cooperation,  ani various methcds of cooperation have progressively 
been develope:i.  Thanks to the projects so far implementai,  a  European 
presence has been estalJlishai in a  number  of Asian ani latin American 
countries. 
In spite of the very modest level of f~ing  ani human  resources 
allocated to them,  these operations have a.rousai increasing interest not 
only among  the authorities ani operators in the countries concerned but 
also among  the European firms already estalJlish.ai or wishing to invest in 
those countries who  are glad of the support providai by mechan:i..sms  for 
encouraging ani promoting business. 
The Commission notes,  however,  that schemes have often been implemented in , 
a  diffuse marmer  ani that the  "criticaJ. mass"  of aid neaiai in order to 
have a  proper :i.mp::Lct  has frequently not been reache:i.  It is therefore the 
Cormnission's view that, in order to responi more  effectively to the 
chaJ.lenges of the 1990s,  the economic cooperation offerai by the European 
Community  must,  in future,  be more solid ani better structurai. 
1  The  "Science ani Technology for Development"  (STD)  Programme  since 1983 
ani international scientific cooperation schemes since 1984. - 19 -
6.  3  'Mle ~  of enopom1 Q  ooo,pera.tian for the deyelop1 ~  oountries 
1n AA1 a.  a:rrl  La.t1 n  America. 
There is a.  noticeable difference between Asia a.rxi Latin America. in terms of 
what the developing countries on those continents hope to gain from 
economic cooperation. 
The developing countries in Asia all want  the COmmunity  to esta.bl 1 sh a 
stronger presence in the region at a  time when  the Asia-Pacific Economic 
Cooperation grouping,  which includes the major industrial1zei countries of 
the Pacific, is being developed. 
Siinila.rly,  the non-alignai countries such as Chllla. a.rxi  In:iia. wish to 
preserve their independence by estalJlis.h.ing trading relationships w1 th a 
greater variety of partners.  More  generally,  the countries of Asia aJ.so 
wish to make  use of European technology so as to diversify not only their 
suppliers but also their customers. 
In the countries of Latin America.,  on the other hand,  the most serious a.rxi 
pressing problem is their ca.paci  ty to carry out the structuraJ. reforms 
necessary to deaJ.  w1 th the rnassi  ve debt problem facing the continent a.rxi  to 
rectify their trade baJ.a.nce with the rest of the world.  They clearly aJ.so 
have to find ways  of diversifying their economic relations. 
FinaJ.ly,  the regional integration so much  taJ.kOO.  of in the last 30 years 
might have prov:i.derl  an initiaJ. defensive response;  but it has never 
progresse:l. beyorrl an extremely liroitei degree of institutional cooperation. 
There is as yet very little economic integration.  In CentraJ. America.,. 
however,  efforts are once again being made  to achieve direct poll  ticaJ. ani 
commerciaJ.  integration.  This new  type of approach should he recommerrla:l  by 
the Community  to other regional groupings which might emerge in 
Latin America.. 
It is the Commission's view that increasa:l cooperation a.rxi  regional 
integration, whether in Latin America.  or Asia,  will greatly help to 
strengthen the international competitiveness of the IM developing 
countries by providing larger markets,  setting up  joint production systems, 
ha.rmonizing regulations  ,  ra  tionaJ.izing research a.rxi  training etc.  a.rxi 
exchanging experience a.rxi  know-how. 
6.4  The ~  to the <'hmmnn1 t:y of enopazn1o  coo;peraticm. with tbe 
IM  d.eyelop1 rg countries 
What  can these two  developing regions of the world offer the 
European Community? 
In spite of its increasei exports to the developing countries of Asia, 
the Community  is not contributing sufficiently to the growth a.rxi  economic 
a.rxi  f1na.ncia.l  interpenetration which characterizes this part of the world, 
a.rxi is therefore not participating in its economic dynamism  as much as 
Japan a.rxi  the Uni tei States. 
The Community  nee:ls to pursue a  policy of setting up industriaJ. operations 
in the region,  using a  wide range of economic cooperation instruments. - 20 -
Such a  strategy would un:loubte:ily help the developing countries in Asia but 
would al.so enable European firms to establish a  foothold in vast a.n:l 
rapidly expa.n:ling markets a.n:l  gain access to their resources. 
Moreover,  face:i with the establishment of the Asia-Pacific Economic 
Cooperation organization,  the COmmunity  should strengthen its economic  a.n:l 
ccmanerciaJ.  cooperation with the ASEAN  developing countries a.n:l diversify 
the instruments it can use for such cooperation,  in order to establish a 
sufficiently firm presence in a  region which will proba.bl  y  continue to show 
the fastest rate of economic growth anywhere in the world. 
In Latin America,  on the other hani,  the economic trems are less 
encouraging.  The economic crisis has had negative repercussions on 
Community  exports owing to the continent's reiuce:l purchasing power. - Thus, 
it is desirable for the COmmunity  to achieve a  more solid presence in this 
part of the world,  which was  once prosperous ani will be so again once its 
efforts at economic ani political reform come  to full fruition. 
The stre:ngthe:ning of the COmmunity's  position will enable know-how ani 
technology to be transferrei to those countries which are mak.ing a 
remarkable effort to achieve economic  a.n:l political mcdernization. 
The Co:mmunity,  like the countries of Latin America themselves,  must work  on 
the assumption that these reforms will succeei ani help relaunch an 
economic area with great potentiaJ.,  close as it is to the vast 
North American market ani open to the influence of the economically 
expanding Pacific region. 
6.  5  Guir]el  1 MS em  eoonam1 c  COQpera.tian in the ~ 
6.  5 .1  ~  of acticm to he nxrle-rt:aJren 
Economic  cooperation schemes should,  as in the past,  cover training ani 
cooperation in the fields of energy,  iniustry, science a.n:l  technology. 
Furthermore,  a  package of schemes to encourage business development must be 
intrcducei, in line with the :nee:1s  expressei.  Overall,  the Ccmanission is 
proposing action in three major areas,  together with appropriate 
information campaigns: 
6.  5 .1.1.  Rcooom1 c, soientific am. energy-sector know-bow 
Upstream,  the Community  should help set up pools of information a.n:l 
know-how by: 
1.  Providi.ng information which will strengthen the scientific a.n:1 
technological potentiaJ. of our partner countries a.n:1  give them access to 
the spin-off from  Comrmmi ty research or R&D  prograrmnes,  ani encouraging 
European firms to establish partnership or technological transfer 
agreements with firms in those countries. - 21  -
Implementing schemes  involv.i.ng  joint research projects should help 
increase the transfer of scientific and technicaJ. know-how  from  the 
Comrmmi ty to the LAA  developing countries and bring about a  closer 
working relationship between those countries and the Comrmmi ty. 
The action which the Corranission has in mini should focus on two  priority 
areas:  (i) improving the quality of life and (ii) making better use of 
natural resources and care for the envirornnent.  Specific projects aime:i 
at the economic development of the developing countries should not, 
however,  be exclude:i. 
Account will be taken of the priorities establisherl in relation to the 
other policies provide:i for in this Communication,  so as to strengthen 
the overall approach being considere:i.  The rna.ln  features of the action 
to be taken in the fields of science and technology a.re describe:i in 
Annex IV  to this Communication; 
2.  Dialogue in the field of energy pla;nn.Ulg,  together with an appropriate 
dissemination of technology,  so as to re:iuce the developing countries' 
level of energy consumption,  thereby improving their baJ.a.nce of payments 
and benefiting the envirornnent. 
Developing the economies of the developing countries means  using more 
energy resources such as fossil fuels.  According to current estimates, 
002  emissions a.re responsible for rather more  than haJ.f  of the 
greenhouse effect. 
Studies ca.rrie:i out by the Corranission  show that, by the year 2000, 
energy-relate:i 002  emissions might be growing twice as fast in the 
developing countries as in the Cormm.mi ty.  It is therefore important for 
the Community  to encourage strategies for improv.i.ng  energy yields and 
for energy saving,  couple:i with an increase:i use of non-fossil energy 
sources, in particular bioroass.  It is in this context that cooperation 
in the field of pla.nning and transfer of energy-relate:i technology must 
be pursue:i.  · 
6.  5 .1.  2.  The  eoopomi c  enyimpmept 
In terms of the economic envirornnent,  action can be taken to support 
institutions, in the broadest sense,  by pla.nning resources,  identifying 
what regulations a.re necessary and laying down  rules or sta.rrla.rds.  The 
object of the exercise - to be achieve:i by means  of dialogue and tra.in.ing 
schemes aime:i at the decision-makers in those countries - is to bring about 
a  favourable cl.imate for further investment,  technologicaJ. transfer or 
contacts between firms base:i in the Community  and those in the developing 
countries. - 22 -
The rapidly cha.nging international. economic climate and the emphasis on the 
need. for appropriate modernization and adjustment policies mean  that 
structuraJ. adjustment programmes have to be implementei.  In the developing 
countries of Asia and Latin America,  without going so far as to finance 
excessively costly restructuring programmes,  the Comrmmi ty should increase 
its capacity for diaJ.ogue on certain economic policies with selectei 
partner countries,  by means  of high level technicaJ. assistance and sui  table 
information and training programmes.  This should help to identify policies 
which would encourage private investment,  openness to international trade 
or the mobilization of savings,  for example. 
6.  5 .1.  3.  SQhemes  reJ ati  ng  to firms 
'There is a  wide variety of schemes aimai at improvi.ng  the competitiveness 
of firms;  generaJ.ly speaking they are all a.ime1. at improvi.ng productivity 
and market access. 
The intention is to use train.ing programmes  to develop a  sharai IIW1BgeriaJ. 
and technicaJ. capacity which will facilitate excha.nges  and cooperation 
between Conununity  operators and those from  the partner countries .. 
It is aJ.so inteniai to encourage technologicaJ. exchanges  (setting up data 
bases and technology transfer centres,  organizing specific meetings,  etc. ) . 
In this connection,  one of the most useful activities is investment 
promotion,  since it is effective and can provide the impetus for developing 
an iniustriaJ. base which will generate employment.  In addition,  action nay 
be taken to improve firms • access to sources of financing.  The EX::-IIP 
facility,  which draws directly on the accumulatei experience of a  network 
of financial institutions,  enables action to be taken at all the stages 
leading to joint ventures C  the search for partners,  market studies, 
specific training schemes,  etc. ) ,  with the possibility of providlllg finance 
in the form of risk capitaJ.. 
FinaJ.l  y,  special priority is given to schemes to improve market access: 
the Community  supports integration between regional markets -which is the 
only way,  initially, to exteni the industrial base and thus IMke possible 
the economies of scaJ.e which are necessary to improve competitiveness. 
Trade promotion schemes a.re aimai at helping the LAA  developing countries 
to identify potential export markets within the region or worldwide.  These 
schemes are supplementai by technicaJ. assistance (marketing,  quality 
control,  training,  etc. )  or by technicaJ. assistance for product design or 
the organization of production.  At  the same  time the Community  runs 
cooperation schemes to increase European exports to,  and investment in,  the 
developing countries of Asia and Latin America. -23-
6.  5.  2  Infrli'Mnnents arrl  rna:! if  Jx:mefici a.Mes  of eqopom1 c  coo;perat:lan 
Most  schemes make  use of various combinations of instruments - technical 
assistance,  organizing meetings,  fact-find.i.ng missions,  tra.:i..ni.ng,  financing 
for studies, etc.  In this respect economic cooperation takes place 
upstream and rarely goes as far as the direct provision of capi  taJ.. 
'l1le beneficiaries or operators,  invol  ve:i are also va.rie:i:  they include 
governments and official institutions,  training institutes, local and 
European businesses,  etc. 
Economic  cooperation (and especially industrial cooperation) must be 
implernente:i as far as possible by economic  operators and their 
interme:iiaries (chambers  of commerce,  trade associations,  etc. ) .  By 11'aking 
use,  where possible,  of certain Cormcru.ni. ty instruments (such as B::-Net, 
Euro  Info Centres and SPRINT) ,  the Cormn.ission will try to set up 
"industrial cooperation support networks"  whereby suitable contacts can be 
establishe1 between interme:iiaries and firms. 
Moreover,  in order to encourage economic cooperation with the LAA 
developing countries,  the Cormn.ission will have to deploy greater numbers  of 
staff in the developing countries concerned so that quaJ..ifie:i personnel can 
provide the link between local operators or authorities and Cormcru.ni.ty 
institutions and operators. 
6.  5.  3  Md1 tiopa.l  1  Mtrumfmts 
Significant investment and the establishment of rules governing its 
financing should be given a  Cormcru.ni. ty dimension,  thus supplementing the 
existing instruments.  For example,  new  financial instruments oriente:i 
towards investment in infrastructure could be use:i to supplement the 
existing mechanisms. 
The COmmunity,  in association with the Member  States, might be given a 
special role in developing and applying techniques for bringing together 
European in1ustrial consortia and local partners.  'l1le  implementation of 
such financial techniques at Cornrmmi ty level would significantly increase 
the COrmcru.ni. ty'  s  influence over investments in such :rcajor  areas such as 
energy,  infrastructure,  transport,  environment,  etc.  - all leading to 
transfers of tecl:mology. 
This idea is currently been looke:i into in greater detail, with a  view to 
assessing its feasibility and desirability and,  where appropriate,  setting 
up pilot schemes. 
6.  5.  4.  Inforznation 
Relations between the Cormcru.ni. ty and the LAA  developing countries must,  in 
all fields,  be supporte:i by appropriate information campaigns.  This need 
must be taken into account when  a:ny  new  agreement is being negotiate:i. - 24 -
7.1  F1 M:QQ1 a.J  resources 
In the Commission's view,  considera.bl  y  grea.  ter fina.nciaJ.  resources should 
be aJ.loca.te::l to Conmnmi ty cooperation with the LAA  developing countries,  so 
as to aJ.low  for a  Il1.llllber  of factors: 
(i)  a  minimum  "cri  ticaJ. mass"  of resources is necessary' if cooperation 
schemes a.re to have real a.n:i  lasting effects on the economies of 
the countries concerne:i.  This is particularly true in those fields 
such as the environment,  economic cooperation a.n:i  the structural. 
dimension of development which are being given new  or increase:i 
priority; 
(ii)  the decline in the proportion of aid aocounte::l for by cooperation 
with the developing countries in Asia a.n:i Latin America must be 
reverse:i lest it be given a  negative poll  ticaJ. interpretation at a 
tllne when  the resources aJ.loca.  te:i un::ler  the Lome  COnvention ani 
those earma.rke:i for Central. a.rrl Eastern Europe a.re increasing 
considera.bl  y. 
The Commission also considers that,  for aJ.1  the resources covere:i by 
Chapter 93 of the EEC  Budget,  perspectives should limne:iiatel  y  be 
esta.bJ.ished for the five year period 1991-95.  Not only would such a  mul.ti-
a.nnua.l  perspective answer to the wishes of Parliament a.rrl  the Council but 
it would enable a  me:iium-term programme  of activities to be draw up both 
for development aid a.rrl for economic cooperation. 
Moreover,  Imil. ti  -a.nnuaJ.  progra.rmning  covering the whole of Chapter 93 would 
enable the Commission to provide each country or region concernei with a 
more suitable package of aid schemes.  Clearly,  however,  some  economic 
cooperation instruments cannot be incorporate:i into an inflexible programme 
since they are designed. to respond to neros  a.rrl market trerns  Cas  in the 
case of Investment Partners,  for example). 
However,  in view of the fina.nciaJ. discipline introduce:i un::ler  the present 
inter-institutional agreement  (which expires in 1992) a.rrl since,  as yet, 
there is no agreement regarding the post-1992 period,  the Commission 
considers that its proposaJ. should provisiona.ll  y  be 1imi  te::1.  to a  five:-year 
perspective of EO] 2  900 million for the period 1991-1995. 
This amount is derive:i from  the Commission's proposals for 1991  ani 1992, 
in the light of the revision of the financial. perspectives,  ani from  the 
current assumption that the Comrrruni ty GNP  will grow by 3.  4%  a.nnuaJ.1  y  in 
1993,  1994 ami 1995.  This method of caJ.culation is in accordance with the 
present approach to budgetary discipline. 
The overall amount  thus caJ.culate::l is for guidance only a.rrl will be made  up 
of a.nnuaJ..  budgetary appropriations adopted according to the sta.nda.rd 
proce:iures.  The totaJ. amount  clearly depends on the review of the 
fina.nciaJ. perspectives ani on the budgetary framework  to be esta.blis.h.ei for 
the years after 1992. -25-
'Ihe assumption made  about growth during the period 1993-1995  takes no 
account whatsoever of any efforts which the Community  may  make  to increase 
growth over ani above the effect which the growth in GNP  may  have on 
cooperation with the LAA developing countries during that period. 
Indeed,  the Commission believes that the matters of substance ani the 
poll  tical. considerations deaJ.  t  with in this Conmrunica tion might lead it to 
revise its proposals. 
7.  2  m'll@n  resources 
'Ihe Commission's departments have u.rxiergone  recent restructuring ani staff 
responsible for relations with the LAA developing countries ani the 
administration of all specific aid ani cooperation instruments have been 
regrouped in two  new  geographical. directorates - Latin America ani Asia -
within the Directorate-{leneral for External Relations. 
'Ihe new  structure aims at improving efficiency ani the quality of the 
initiatives uniertaken.  However it also highlights the problem of 
u.rxierstaffing which afflicts both h.eadqu.arters ani the Delegations,  even 
for the current volume  of financia.l resources allocatei to cooperation 
activities. 
'Ihe Commission therefore considers it essential to provide a  reasonable 
sta.rxiard of administration for cooperation with the LAA developing 
countries.  'Ihe neeis arising from  the proposei expansion must also be met. 
'Ihe Commission will put forward sui  table proposals in accordance with the 
usuaJ. proceiures.  It wishes to draw  the attention of the Council ani 
Parliament to the fact that to maintain present staffing levels would 
inevitably have an adverse effect on the management  of Cormmmity  aid ani 
give the Cormmmi ty a  poor image in the LAA developing countries. 
7.  3  Tbe  general framework for a,i n 
7.  3 .1.  SJ.leQi fintty of (!nmmnp1 ty aj  d 
Development aid for the developing countries in Asia ani La. tin America has 
been progressively iroplementei via appropriations enterei in the Budget  on 
the l:asis of an initial Cormmmication from  the Commission in 1975 ani the 
Council Regulation of 1981. 
'Ihe annuaJ.  guidelines laid down  by the Council after receiving the opinion 
of Parliament have servei to clarify the principles ani the framework  for 
granting aid as laid down  in the Regulation ani confirrnei by eiperience. 
'Ihe Commission considers that, at this stage,  those principles ani 
practices should be reviewei and,  where appropriate,  re::lefinei. -26-
As emerges from  the 1976-88 report and from  the assessments which have been 
ca.rrie:i out,  Conummi ty aid to the LAA  developing c0lll1tries has taken on a 
character of its own by comparison with the muJ. tilateraJ. and bilateraJ. aid 
from  other sources includi.ng the Member  States:  it can be successfully 
channelle:i to the target groups, it is flex:ilile as regards proce:iures, it 
can be mobilized swiftly in response to external circumstances, it can 
respond. to varying regional. dem:mds,  it is relatively neutraJ., it helps 
affirm the Community's active presence in developing regions of the world 
from which it was  previously absent and brings the Community in touch with 
populations which had,  for the most part,  reape:i none of the benefits of 
progress. 
Unlike the contractuaJ. type of aid provide:i to the PCP  and Me:ii  terra.nean 
countries,  this aid is grante:i on an ind.epend.ent .tasis.  This aid has, 
nevertheless,  given rise to a  continuous diaJ.ogue with the authorities in 
the countries conoernai in terms of drawing up schemes and generaJ. policies 
and in terms of their implementation. 
The institutionaJ.ization of this aid,  for example within the context of 
Fllla.nciaJ. Protocols of the Me:ii  terra.n.ea.n.  type,  appears neither necessary 
nor desirable in the case of the LAA developing countries.  It would 
intrcxiuce an und.esirable element of inflex:iliility into aid involving 
rela  ti  vel  y  smaJ.1  aro0lll1ts  of money,  even if resources were increased 
considerably. 
7.  3. 2.  rega:t am  ar1m1 n'  strative aspects. 
The Cormnission considers, in particula.r,  that the Regulation in force 
should be aroend.ed,  in the light of the discussion on the substance of the 
propose:i policies,  so as to take into account (i) the propose:i new  baJ.a.nce 
(as between development aid,  economic cooperation and environmental 
measures)  of cooperation with the LAA  developing countries,  and (ii) the 
requisite flexih11 1 ty and swiftness of action,  which is particula.rl  y 
essentiaJ. for smaJ.l-scaJ.e projects and structuraJ. measures. 
7.  3.  3.  Form of f1 nam1  a.J  tran!:jfers 
At present,  the aid is made  up entirely of grants.  '111.is  offers a 
considerable advantage in view of the increasing difficulty of the 
developing CO'lll1tries  to repay debts and given the  "sociaJ."  orientation of 
Community aid. 
The Commission wishes this to reroa..in  the case,  particula.rly since suitable 
mecha.nisms  have been develope:i in the context of a  number of schemes to 
link the gift of aid to a  government  Cor  to a  Community  or region) with the 
refun:iing proce:iures to be followed by the ind.ivid.uaJ. recipients (in 
particular when  the purpose of the scheme is to support profitable 
activities or smaJ.1  businesses) . - 27 -
7.  4  I:mpJ.enent1 ~  prooErlures 
With regard to implementing proceiures,  the Commission considers that a. 
number of points require examination. 
7.  4 .1. P.ea1pients 
The range of potential recipients of Community  a.id within the framework  of 
the objectives la.1d down  should remain as wide as possible so as to include 
not only states or regions but locaJ. ani traditional. commun:i.ties, 
institutes ani private operators as well as NGOs. 
The necessary coordination with governments ani loca.l authorities neei not 
a.utomaticaJ.ly mean  that a.id must be cha.:nnelle:i to the eni users via the 
public sector:  in some  circumstances it will be useful to draw on the 
experience of other groups or institutions ani,  pa.rticula.rly for certain 
types of scheme,  NGOs  ani organizations representing private operators. 
7.  4.  2. Qriolrer pa:i)nents A!rl  greater cost-e.ffeotiVflJlfflS 
One of the points to emerge  from  the 1976-88 report is the considerable 
period of time which elapses between comm1 tments ani the d.isbursement of 
aj_d.  For the reasons aJ.ready mentioned,  it is important to re:iuce this 
delay while bearing in m1rrl that the priority given to support for the 
rura.l sector often means  the projects involved will take a.  long time to 
implement.  In pra.cticaJ. terms three types of scheme should be considere:i. 
First, where the traditional. type of projects ani programmes  a.re concernOO., 
the Cormnission must continue to review  ~its own  proceiures ani should 
suggest to the recipient countries more effective ways  of implementing 
these projects. 
Seco:ndl  y,  ways  should be found of giving more  widespread support to 
programmes  involving quick payment which would have not only a.  definite 
impact but also long-lasting structural effects. 
This type of scheme covers not only support for programmes  of structural 
change but other types of structural measure such as support for the 
Central American Payments  System,  which has recently been fi.nanoed. 
A third possibility to be considere:i (ani to be use:i in countries other 
than those which have so fa.r benefite:i from it) is to caJ.cula.te the 
requirements,  in loca.l currency,  for tradi  tionaJ. projects fi.nanoed by the 
Community ani to supply these nee1s in the form  of the necessary importe:i 
products:  the cash equivalent would be deposite:i in inflation-proof 
a.ccounts ani made  a.vaila.ble to the,project managers. -28-
In this connection the Connnission wishes to point out that,  under Article 2 
of the fina.ncia.l Regul.ation,  as recently revised,  more stress should be 
laid on adopting clear a.n:l quantified objectives for all expen:liture so 
that,  when appropriations are disbursed, it can be seen whether they have 
been used as efficiently as possible.  This approach should increasingly 
make it possible to ensure that future development a.1d has the greatest 
possible impact. 
7.  4.  3. Integ;raticm of 1 retrmnents 
All instruments of Cornrmmity  cooperation should,  in any case,  be more 
effectively integrate::l so that they can be employed together with IMXimum 
efficiency. 
This pa.rticula.rly applies to the other instruments of development a.id, 
nota.bl  y  food a.id a.n:l  the STABEX  system  C  which are already widely. used in 
conjunction with Financial a.n:l Technical Cooperation) a.n:l  may  also apply to 
environmental. schemes. 
Wherever technically feasible,  integration should also include huma.riitaria.n 
a.id and economic cooperation.  FinaJ.l  y,  as nmch as possible should be 
lea.rnerl from  the experience of NGOs  in implementing the numerous projects 
co-fina.ncEn by the Community. 
7 .4.4. Qxrrrl1Mticm 
Coordination is one way  of increasing the efficiency of the other a.ids,  by 
bringing together a  "critical mass"  of resources so as to obtain the 
ma.x:i.mum  benefit from  the peculiar advantages of each of them. 
It would be particularly useful to coordinate Community  a.id with the 
bilateral a.id provided by the Member  States:  this would,  furthermore, 
reinforce the European presence in the developing COtmtries concernai. 
Co-financing is the closest possible form  of coordination a.n:l  thus deserves 
pa.rticula.r attention - even th.ough,  generally speaklllg,  the decision-maklllg 
process ani implementation of the schemes are made slower and more 
cwnbersome by the number of decision-makers and the nee:i to take account of 
the particular rules governing each of the participants. -29-
7 . 4.  5.  A.cj.<jesfm!Fmt 
Regular assessment of development aid, both during and after the 
implementation of projects,  enables means  and objectives to be adapte:.i to 
changing reall  ties.  All Comrnuni ty schemes  a.re aJ.ready subject to 
evaJ.uation while they a.re in progress:  this w1l1 be :rnamta.inai ani 
sta.ndardizErl.,  ani retrospective evaJ.ua  tion will be extended ani more 
systematically structu:rErl.. 
Simila.rly, at the project preparation stage,  particular attention w1l1 be 
given to ways  of ensuring the sustaiilability of projects after Corornunity 
aid has ceasErl.. 
The Colmnission hereby proposes that the Council and Parliament adopt the 
guidelines for the policy of cooperation with the LAA  developing COtUltries 
set out in this Communication. 
The Corranission also proposes that the Council and Parliament adopt its 
proposErl.  budgetary perspectives for cooperation with the LAA  developing 
countries in the period 1001-1005. 3o 
ANNEX  I 
LIST OF  THE  DEYmOPDG  <lXlN'l'RI&S  IN LATIN  AMERICA  AND  ASIA 
latin America 
Argentina. 
Bolivia 
Brazil 
Chile 
Colombia 
Costa Rica 
Cuba 
Ecuador 
El Sal.vador 
Gua  tema.la. 
Honiuras 
Mexico 
Nicaragua. 
Panama 
Paraguay 
Peru 
uruguay 
Venezuela 
Asia 
Afg'hanistan 
Bangladesh 
Bhutan 
Brunei 
China. 
Irrlia. 
Indonesia 
Cambodia 
I.aos 
Ma.laysia 
MaJ.dives 
Mongolia 
Myanmar 
Nepal. 
Pakistan 
Ph:1.li  ppines 
Singapore 
Sri lanka 
'1'ha.1.lani 
VietNam 
Yemen AR 
Yemen  PDR ANNEX  2 
1.  Trade 
Developing countries ahsorb today 39*.  of Conmm1 ty exports to non-member 
countries - the equi  vaJ.ent of 3.  5%  of the COrornu.ni ty'  s  GDP.  This share has 
fallen by 8.  5  percentage points since 1982,  reflecting the widen:Ulg 
development gap which exists between iiXiustriaJ.izai a.n:i developing 
countries as a  whole  C  cfr table 1) .  Trade links between the Co:rcammi ty ani 
the various groups of developing countries evolve in different ways:  the 
export share held by MEdi terranea.n a.n:l  Asian developing countries is on the 
increase (3 percentage points for each region) whereas the share held by 
the Middle Eastern, Latin American a.n:l  ACP  countries has fallen glol:aJ.ly by 
13 percentage points since 1982. 
TABI:R  1 
A.  Geograph.icaJ. distribution of Community  exports 
.l002.  .lOOa 
IniustriaJ.izai countries  39.  OJ(,  51.0)(, 
Pla.nnai economy  countries  13.5%  10.0)(, 
Developing countries  47.5%  39.0)(, 
of which: 
Med.i terranea.n  9.2*1  12.0)(, 
Asia.  8.1%  11.0)(, 
4  NICS  3.0)(,  5.0)(, 
China  0.'7%  1.5% 
Middle East  15.3%  7.~ 
latin America  6.4%  4.5% 
ACP  7.4%  4.6% 
B.  Share of the Corornu.n1 ty trade partners in the aggregate world GDP 
.l002.  ..1008 
IndustriaJ.ize1 countries  70.  OJ(,  78.  OJ(, 
Plamlei economy countries  3.5%  2.6% 
Developing countries  26.6%  19.6% 
of which: 
MEdi terra.nea.n  2.5%  1.3% 
Asia  8.1%  8.8% 
4  NICS  1.6)(,  2.0)(, 
China. 
Middle East  4.4%  2.6!6 
latin America  8.0)(,  6.0l6 
ACP  3.'7%  l.Ol6 
Source:  1  r'if F  ,  Eurosta.t -]2-
These different trerxls reflect quite closely the trern. of the sha.re of the 
aggregate world GOP  held by the different regions,  as the Community 
s~engthens its export 1lllks with the more dynamic developing regions. 
However,  in the main the geographic concentration of Community  exports 
remains focuse::l  on its tradi  tionaJ. ma.rkets:  more  than a  quarter of non-
Connmmi ty exports is absorbei by the developing areas of the world 
(Me::literra.nean,  Middle East, Latin America,  ACP  countries).  These account 
for only 11%  of total world production,  ani their growth prospects will 
remain limite::l,  on the whole,  if the road towards sustainable ani long-term 
development is not fOUirl.. 
Developing COlllltries provide today 34%  of Community imports from non-meniher 
countries.  Their sha.re has dimini.shed. by 10 percentage points since 1982 
(cfr table 2).  This trerxi is the result of economic forces moving in 
opposite directions: 
- . on the one hand the fall in the prices of oil ani other raw materials in 
general has significantly re::luce::l  the sha.re of imports from  outside the 
Community held by Latin American,  Me::li terra.nean ani ACP  countries,  as 
well as the sha.re held by Middle Eastern COlllltries; 
- on the other hand,  thanks to their eli  versification ani competitiveness, 
Asian developing COlllltries,  mirroring the dynamism  of world trade in 
rcanufacture::l goods w1 th a  high technology content,  have increase::l their 
share in imports from  outside the Community  by one percentage point a 
year on average since 1982.  This is an exceptionaJ. feat,  ani one which 
puts Asian developing countries before Japan as  one of the Community's 
main suppliers.  · 
TART.E  2 
<:nOOlN1'lY  IMFORl'S  FlO( DEVEOOPDG  <DlN'miES 
Geographical distribution o£  Community  imports 
Irx:lustrialize::l countries 
Pla.nne::l  economy  COlllltries 
Developing COlllltries 
of which:  Me::li terra.nean 
Asia 
4  NICs 
China 
Middle East 
Latin America 
ACP 
Source:  I~  F,  Eurostat 
2.  Investment 
42.0% 
13.0% 
45.0% 
6.2% 
7.7% 
3.7% 
0.7% 
17.~ 
7.61(, 
6.0% 
52.61(, 
13.61(, 
34.0% 
5.3% 
13.0% 
7.7% 
1.1% 
5.6)(, 
6.0!1) 
4.2% 
1m  accurate evaJ.uation of the links between the Community  and.  the various 
developing regions of the world in the field of direct investments is 
impossible owing to the lack of reliable ani complete data. -)3-
Nevertheless,  the few available data are meaningful in several respects. 
It would appear that (cfr table 3): 
- two  developing regions (Latin America and Asia) sharErl between them  '7'f"'.iE, 
of all actual. direct investments in developing countries over the period 
1982-86.  In rea.li  ty 13  countries (Argentina,  Brazil, Chile,  Colombia. 
Mexico,  Venezuela,  China..  Hong  Kong,  Indonesia.  Malaysia,  Singapore, 
Taiwan and T.ha.ila.n:l)  were the almost exclusive recipients of such 
investments; 
- the Uni  tErl States are responsible for baJ.f of all direct investment in 
each of these two  regions:  Japan is responsible for a  quarter of all 
direct investments in Asia and a  fifth in Latin America; 
- other iniustrializai countries include the Community  Member  States, 
Switzerland,  Canada,  the Scandinavian countries and Australia;  on the 
l:asis of partial national statistics, it would seem  that Cormm.mity 
countries are stepping up their direct investments in Asia and Latin 
America and remain the nW.n source of investments in Africa. 
It is a  well known fact that direct investment in the developing countries 
is a  complex phenomenon,  on which numerous  economic,  poll  tical and 
historical factors all bear.  However,  there is reason to believe that 
different economic considerations underlie direct investments in Latin 
America and Asia.  ThuS,  in the case of Latin America a  sizeable share of 
direct investments over the period 1982-86 consists of assets conversion 
operations:  holders of doubtful debts in these countries exchange them for 
actual. assets by selli:ng them to mu1 tinational companies.  These use them 
to fina.:nce  their expansion in the Latin American countries concerne:i. 
Conversely,  direct investments in Asian developing countries represent 
actual. increases in production capacity and technology transfers, bearing 
witness to the confidence widely inspirEd by these countries'  economic, 
social and poll  tical prospects. 
TABT·E  3 
Direot investments by iD:lustri  a1 1 ze1. countries 
in devel~  countries (USD  h1 11 1 an) 
Aggregate 
flow 
1981-86 
Direct investments in 
developing countries: 
total 
of which: 
in Latin America 
Asia 
4  NICs 
Sub-Saharan Africa 
North Africa 
source:  OEX::!D 
68.2 
32.6 
20.3 
9.0 
4.6 
1.8 
By us 
17.0 
11.0 
4.5 
By Japan 
6.0 
4.5 
0.5 
Others 
9.5 
4.8 
5.9 -34-
3.  DevelOpment aid 
The COmmunity  ani its Member  States are the principal donors of development 
aid:  USD  20. 1  billion in 1988,  or 0.  49l6  of the Corcmruni ty  Is GNP,  which is 
also the la.rgest a.id contribution among  those made  by the main 
in:iustriaJ..ized countries (cfr table 4). 
TABLE  4 
Officia.l developnent ass1sta.noe  (1988) 
Conmn.mi ty ani 
Member  States 
In USD  billion  20.10 
In% of GNP  0.49 
Source: .  OEX::D  - DAC 
Uni  te:i States 
9.80 
0.21 
Japan 
8.10 
0.32 
The geographical. breakdown of ODA  from  the main industriaJ..ize:i countries is 
very different (cfr table 5): 
- over 41%  of ODA  from  the Corcmrunity  ani its Member  States goes to ICP 
countries; 
- over a  third of ODA  from  the US  reaches the Medi  terra.nea.n,  ma.inl  y  Egypt 
ani Israel, ani 30l6 goes to Asian developing countries.  notably Pakistan 
ani the P.hlli  ppines  ; 
- almost 70l6  of Japanese ODA  goes to Asian countries. m particular 
Indonesia,  China,  'l'ha.ila.n:i,  Pakistan ani the Philippines  . 
TAID·E  5 
Geograpbioa.l llrea.kdown of CXl!\  from.  the ma.1n  iixlustriaJ.iza:l countries 
(as a  cr.  of total CXl!\  of the donor/s) 
Me:ii  terranea.n 
Asia 
Middle East 
Latin America 
ACP 
Community ani 
Member  States 
7.2 
16.3 
3.1 
13.4 
41.5 
Source:  OEX::D  - DAC 
Uni  te:i States 
35.4 
29.3 
5.7 
19.0 
13.0 
Japan 
3.5 
68.5 
3.3 
7.8 
12.5 
The sha.rp differences shown by the geographical. breakdown reflect the 
donors  I  different priori  ties: 
- for the COmmunity  ODA  remains a  favourite instrwnent for promoting 
economic development in the poorest countries,  most  of which have close 
historical. links with COimmmi ty countries; -35-
- for the Unitai States ODA  is more  an instrument of foreign policy,  hence 
the heavy bias towards five or so developing countries; 
- for Japan ODA  is by ani large a  component  of its regional. economic 
strategy a.1merl at developing a  regionaJ. trade structure to suit the 
changing nee:1s  of its economy.  In this respect Japan is the 
industriaJ.izei country which derives the best advantage from its ODA  -
ani the facts prove it, especially since the economies of the Asian 
countries which benefit from  Japan's ODA  perform considerably better 
than those of other developing countries. 3b  ANNEX  i3 
Countries :in the Northern hemisphere are becoming :tncreasingl  y  aware of the 
inade:ruacy of locaJ.izei ad hoc measures :in solving the long-term 
envirornnentaJ. problems which concern the whole planet:  gloh:ll. wa.rmi.ng  of 
the atmosphere,  destruction of the ozone layer,  production ani management 
of d.a.ngerous waste,  etc.  Thus,  people in Europe have discoverErl that 
Brazil's tropicaJ. forests affect them as nru.ch  as the Brazilians themselves; 
conversely,  the greenhouse effect which results from~  emissions from 
motor vehicles ani thermaJ. power stations :in Europe has direct ani visible 
consa:ruences on the present ani future state of the delta of the Ganges and 
the Brahrcaputra rivers in Bangladesh. 
The COimmmi ty,  over ani above its own  efforts to achieve susta.ina.ble - i.e. 
envirornnent-conscious - growth for itself ani its partners,  has a  direct 
:interest :in con.vinci..ng  the countries of the South of the nee::l for them to 
grant the same degree of priority to environmentaJ. protection as countries 
:in the North.  Should they fail to be convince:i,  the amount  of pollution 
generatErl by the developing countries in the future  (owing to population 
growth,  consumption of fossil energy sources,  industrial development and 
uncontrollErl urbanization) would be likely to offset globaJ.ly the efforts 
of the North to revert to a  more  susta.ina.l:>le growth model,  less wasteful of 
rare ani non-renewable naturaJ. resources. 
2. Towards  a  poUey of emztromnental  ClOQl!En'a.tion between  tbe c:rnnrmm1 ~  a.rr) 
tbe IM MyeJop1 rQ'  countries 
Thus,  the ma.:in  objective of a  policy of environrnentaJ. cooperation between 
the COimmmi ty ani the LAA  developing countries should be to conv:ince these 
countries of the importance of environrnentaJ. issues, in their own  interest 
ani :in the :interest of the whole planet.  However,  such a  policy nrost  take 
into account the rrajor constrcUnts affecting the South:  debt,  fast 
population growth,  poverty,  exponentiaJ. url:an growth,  insufficient human 
resources ani know-how,  etc. 
In this context, it is clearly very important to solve certain locaJ. 
problems which sometimes arise from the implementation of unsusta.ina.ble 
types of development  (deterioration of the urban environment,  over-
exploitation of naturaJ. resources,  increasErl air ani water pollution, 
industrial hazards,  etc. ) .  However,  other global. issues such as the 
greenhouse effect,  the preservation of tropicaJ. rainforests ani the protection of the ozone layer must  aJ.so be tackled. in the context of 
environmental cooperation between the Community  a.rxi  the LAA  developing 
countries. 
The implementation on the part of the developing countries therosel  ves of 
enviromnental protection policies is by definition the k:i.ngpin  of the whole 
strategy to preserve the environment.  Irxiea:i,  cooperation in the field of 
environmental protection with the LAA  developing countries cannot amount  to 
the North assuming responsibility for the safeguard of their enviromnent. 
The Connmmi ty sh.ouJ..d  then above all spur on the LAA  developing countries to 
make  the environment an integral part of their future growth,  to develop 
gradually sufficient human,  scientific,  technical a.rxi  administrative 
resources,  in terms of quaJ.i  ty a.rxi  quantity,  to meet  the environmental 
chaJ.lenge both at home a.rxi at global level. 
To  this eni the Coimmm1 ty should itself provide the technical assistance 
a.rxi  fina.ncial a.rxi  economic cooperation nea:ia:i to give an example ani act as 
a  catalyst.  To  do so it must be able to 1ni  tiate a  dialogue with the LAA 
developing countries Cat national,  regional ani international level) on 
environmental policy a.rxi  the strategies a.rxi  means  of putting it into 
effect. 
This req:ui.res support to be given for the establishment or the development 
of environmental institutions in the LAA  developing countries,  the tra.ining 
a.rxi  management  of human  resources,  technical assistance ani demonstration 
activities, the implementation of research programmes  ani support for work 
a.i.ma:i  at identifyirlg progra.nunes  of economic relevance. 
The Connmmity  should then put a  green coat on its policy of cooperation 
with these countries,  with a  view to setting an example,  by: 
- developing specific means  of cooperation with the LAA  developing 
countries in the field of enviromnental protection; 
- setting up a  system to assess  the environmenta.l impact of its progra.nunes 
of fina.ncial,  technical a.rxi  economic  cooperation ani their degree of 
"enviromnent-friendliness" ; 
- exteirl1Dg environmenta.l cooperation to all LAA  developing countries:  the 
Community has a  vested. interest in granting such cooperation to 
countries which have so far recei  va:i little or no  fina.ncial a.n:i  . 
technical aid,  thus helping solve some  global problems which are of 
increasing concern to the European public. 
The Community  sh.ouJ..d  turn these countries into favoured. partners, both in 
the course of multilateral environmental negotiations,  a  large number of 
which are on the agenda  over the next few  years,  ani in its bilateral 
cooperation relations; 38 
- by devoti.q! a  sizeable sba.Te of its cooperation effort - be it 
fina.nciaJ.,  technicaJ. or economic - to operations speoificaJ.ly a.imei at 
preserving the environment,  so as to ensure the continuity of all the 
activities undertaken to provide incentives, act as a  oataJ.yst or set an 
example. 
3. "Jlle  JPfflP.9  of emz1mpmepta.J  COQJ;l9.1'&ti<m between the Cgmmi ty a.rQ  the IM 
deyelop1  QZ"  oountries 
3.  1  Direct environment,aJ  coo.pera:tion 
EnvironmentaJ.  cooperation entails aoti  vi  ties undertaken to provide 
incentives, set an example,  act as a  oataJ.yst,  prCJVi4e  support for 
institutions ani boost resources,  such as: 
- support for the environmentaJ. structures set up in LAA developing 
countries,  the drafting ani implementation of laws,  reg'Ulations an::l 
sta.nia.rds concerning the environment; 
- susta.i.nei effort to train personnel,  nota.bl  y  experts in environment 
management  ani environmental technicians; 
- pilot schemes  to rcrlse public awareness,  inform ani e:iuoate the public; 
- implementation of joint research programmes between the Conmrunity  an::l 
the developing countries in the field of efficient m:magement  of the 
environment; 
- exploratory ani feasibility studies; 
- definition of "debt-for-nature swap"  pilot schemes; 
- co:nve:ning  of workshops,  seminars,  conferences ani business weeks  on the 
subject of globa.l,  regionaJ. or nationaJ. environmentaJ. issues; 
- setting up of systematic environmentaJ. scrutiny for aJ.1  cooperation 
activities tmdertaken by the Conmruni ty in LAA developing countries; 
- post-event environmentaJ. assessment of cooperation activities oarrie:i 
out by the Community  in LAA developing countries. 
3 . 2  Financ1 aJ  and tec.hniooJ  coQJ;>eTation.  economic cooperation: 
Operations tmdertaken tmder the hea.d.ing  of finaroiaJ. ani technica.l and 
economic cooperation also len:i themselves to environmentaJ. cooperation ani, 
bui1.d.1ng on the results achieve:i an:i the incentives provide:i by the latter, 
enable agricultural ani industrial development pro  jeots or schemes  to be 
developed. 
4.  PrQI>Ose;i activities 
The Commission considers the following two  measures as essential ani 
recommerrls  their adoption as a  means  of putting the environment first when 
ca.rrying out oo.operation activities: - systematic prel.:1.mina.ry evaluation of the environmental impa.ct of any 
project or scheme; 
- a.llooation of a  significant share (minimum  lCJ!A,)  of its cooperation 
effort - be it fina.nciaJ.,  technicaJ. or economic  - to the financrtng am 
implementation of projects specifically a:IJDErl  at protecting the 
enviromnent. 
The Commission aJ.so  considers that a  specifically environmental instrument 
shouJ.d be creatai in the contact of economic  cooperation with the 
developing countries of I.atin America and Asia. ANNEX  4 
s:rr:ENTIFIC AND  TEDINICAL  CXXlPERATION  BE1'WEEN  TBE  a:JOOJNI'lY 
AND  THE  LAA  DEVmDPm:z  CXXlNTRIES 
1.  AQbi eyements 
Scientific and technologicaJ. cooperation between the Cormnu:nity ani the 
developing countries,  and in particular those in Latin America ani Asia, 
has developei hard in hand with the definition ani implementation of a 
Connmmi ty research policy.  The first F:ramer.o;rork  Programme  for scientific 
and technologicaJ. research in the Community has now  been adopterl.  The 
Council has aJ..so  decided to create two  instruments for international. 
scientific cooperation.  First, there is the STD  (Science and Technology 
for Development)  Programme,  which is one of the many  programmes set up 
Uirler the Connmmi  ty  Is science policy.  Secondly,  the Cormnu:ni ty establishes 
scientific cooperation agreements with associaterl countries in response to 
requests from  those countries.  This cooperation is fina.ncErl  from  a.n  a.nnuaJ. 
budget  (budget heading 7394) . 
It must aJ.so be borne in mini that some  of the f:1..nii.ngs  of intra-conmrunity 
research carried out un:ier the Framework  Programme  ca.n  be used directly to 
help solve problems in the developing countries. 
Significant examples of such research are: 
(i) the Environment Programme  -which, by its very nature, is concernai 
with solving problems affecting the whole planet (Global Theoretic 
Chal1ge): 
(11) research into aJ.ternative energy sources  (and in particular solar 
energy); 
(iii) research caxried out under the MeiicaJ. Research Programme. 
1.1.  The STD  Programme 
STD  is a  Community  lllitiative for carrying out research,  jointly with all 
the developing countries, in the fields of tropicaJ. and sub-tropicaJ. 
agriculture (including the problems affecting the tropicaJ. rainforests) and 
of me::licine,  heaJ. th and nutrition in the tropics.  Some  4CY,6  of the budget 
for this programme is currently earmarked. for projects in the LAA 
developing countries. 
Since its inception in 1982,  the STD  Programme  has concentraterl on 
improving the developing countries  I  own  research capabilities and on 
estal:llishing closer coordination between research institutes world..ng  on 
these problems in the Member  States,  thus maki.ng their work more effective. Thanks to this cooperation prograrmne it has been possiJ:)le to set up a  whole 
series of joint research projects,  thereby creating permanent l.uiks between 
the two  scientific communi ties.  Scientists in the developing countries a.re 
thus no  longer isolate:i but can be actively involved in the lead.Ulg-aige 
research ca.rrie:i out in the industrialize:i countries. 
The budget for the 1990-1994  STD  Programme,  currently awaiting adoption by 
the Council,  is twice its previous size:  this should make it possible to 
intensify research in the a.bovementione:i fields ani to further improve 
coordination between Community  research projects ani work being done in the 
Member  States. 
1.  2.  Interna.tinm.l  Saientific Cooperation 
International. Scientific Cooperation takes place un::ler  the bilateral. 
cooperation agreements conclude:i between the Community  ani countries in 
I.a.tin America ani Asia.  These agreements define the context ani objectives 
of the cooperation invol  ve:i. 
Whatever the strategies agree:i with the recipient countries in accordance 
with their most pressing nee:is,  International. Scientific Cooperation sets 
itself the following three basic objectives: 
- to promote exchanges of scientists between the Connmmi ty ani the LAA 
developing countries: 
- to form associations between the leading research institutes in those 
countries ani in the Community,  to work  together on scientific problems 
of common  interest; 
- to establish permanent 1Ulks between the scientific connm.mi ties in those 
countries ani in the European Community. 
At  present,  these objectives a.re being achieve:i through the coordinate:! 
implementation of three types of sheme:  (l) joint research conducte:i by the 
best institutes in the Connm.mity  ani the LAA developing countries; 
(2) post-doctoral grants to scientists from  the LAA developing countries; 
(3) workshops  on specific topics. 
Scientific ani technical. cooperation with the LAA developing countries is 
fllla.nced un:ier budget heading 7394  ( 8301  as from  1991) .  This heading was 
intrcx:luoe:i for the first time in the 1984 budget,  when  the appropriations 
totaJ+a;l EOJ  2  million.  This sum  has been steadily increase:i ani sta.rrls at 
ECCJ  20 million in 1990. 
During the first six years  (1984-89)  the Community  spent about EOJ  50 
million on scientific and technical. cooperation w1 th the developing 
countries of Asia and I.a.tin America. A large proportion (86%)  of these f'un::1s  was  use:i to finance resea.roh 
projects d.efi.n.e:i  a.ccord.lllg  to the priorities of the countries conce:rna:l.  A 
substantial percentage  (15% of the total.) went  on research grants to 
scientists from  the LAA  developing countries ani on workshops dea.llllg 
specifically w1 th research topics. 
The implementation of these cooperation schemes has encourage:i exchanges of 
scientists ani scientific knowle:lge between the Connmmi ty ani the LAA 
developing countries:  more  than 500  resea.roh institutes in those countries 
have esta.bJ.ish.e:i cooperative relations with a  simila.r munber of European 
resea.rcb. institutes; 450 grants have been made  to top-level scientists who 
have spent time working in European laboratories. 
2.  Greater mqrr11na.ticm w.1th  the activ:i:ti.eg of the Mf!Jf!Mr states 
The schemes implemente:i by the Connmmi ty must be better coordinate:i w1 th 
those ca.rrie:i out by the Member  States,  so as to avoid duplication of 
labour ani to ensure that existing resources are use:i efficiently. 
The Council's working groups on Asia ani Latin America,  if eKtenie::l to 
include scientists,  might provide the appropriate framework for this task: 
these groups should help the Commission to implement scientific ani 
technical cooperation ani, in particular,  to lay down  generaJ. gu1del1nes 
for ensuring that scientific cooperation is consistent with the other 
cooperation policies esta.bJ.ish.e:i unier the various agreements. 
3.  ProspEm.s 
Ever closer scientific ani technical cooperation w1 th the LAA  developing 
countries opens up the prospect,  L"l  the me:iium  term.  of a  more  amb1  tious 
programme which would require greater efforts on the part of the European 
Connmmity but which should make it possible to create a  gerru.inely 
transnational scientific ani technological community. 
Such a  connmmi ty.  forme:i  by the European Connmmi ty ani the LAA  developing 
countries,  would provide the appropriate framework within which the 
scientific ani technological development of those countries could be 
assure:i. EN 
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